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This policy document is intended to fulfil the legal requirement to publish and maintain a special 
needs policy and various statements in relation to the changes to the Special Needs and Disabilities 
(SEND) support system under the Children and Families Act 2014. 

Summary 
St Bede’s is committed to being an inclusive ecumenical Christian school which allows every 
student to achieve and play their full role in a vibrant and supportive community. School life will 
be designed to accommodate as broad a range of students and their needs as possible, including 
‘reasonable adjustments’ for those with difficulties and disabilities, but we recognise that a small 
proportion of students will require special provision beyond that made normally. 

This policy is designed to ensure that any student who needs special provision: 
• Is properly and promptly identified 
• That his/her needs are assessed and understood 
• That appropriate and effective provision is planned and made to meet those needs 
• That this provision and its effects are regularly reviewed 
• That the provision ceases promptly when no longer needed, is changed where this can 

better meet the need and that the student can move to a more appropriate context 
where their needs cannot be met in a mainstream school environment. 

This policy establishes a single, coherent framework for this process of identification, assessment, 
planning, providing and review for any student who requires special provision, whether this is to 
respond to learning, behavioural, emotional, physical, sensory or mental needs and whether these 
are temporary, long-term or permanent. 

1. Mission statement 
The mission of St Bede’s as an ecumenical church school has been defined as follows: 

We strive to provide ‘Christian education at its Best’ embracing the values of Belonging, 
Education, Determination, Excellence and Service (BEDES). 
The ethos of St Bede's is a shared Christian faith which values and celebrates our unique 
identity. We celebrate and explore the different Christian traditions that make up our school 
as well as gain a better understanding of our own denomination. 
We seek to explore our faith within an inclusive community which works hard to appreciate 
everyone, without ever losing sight of our common faith in Christ. We look to live out the 
Gospel values of charity, love, forgiveness, humility and prayer. We believe “Nothing is 
impossible with God” (Luke 1:37) and our embodiment of this is supported by all members of 
the St Bede’s community.' 

We are committed to all of these things for every one of our students, no matter their 
abilities, needs, ethnic or social backgrounds. We believe that every student is made in the 
image of God and loved by Him – unique and of infinite value. 

St Bede’s will always work to be an inclusive school in which everyone can experience and 
play their full part in a particularly broad and welcoming Christian community, can fulfil their 
own potential and play their full role in creating and enjoying a civilised community which is 
committed to justice and peace for all. 

As a state maintained church comprehensive school, St Bede’s has a mission to any student 
between the age of 11 and 18, for whom a placement in a mainstream school is appropriate, 
with available places prioritised to support parents in educating their children in accordance 
with their own Christian faith. 
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2. Objectives of the policy 
Every one of our students will engage with and respond to the experience of schooling in a 
highly personal and constantly changing way, dependent on his/her abilities and aptitudes, 
previous experiences and the whole range of strengths and needs that s/he will bring to 
school and how these are met or challenged within the school environment. We are 
committed to providing a broad and balanced curriculum through a wide and flexible 
programme of experience with pastoral support which is designed to accommodate and 
provide opportunity for the whole range of students. We will take appropriate practical 
action to ensure that as high a proportion as possible of students are able to learn and join in 
with their peers within the standard, flexible provision of the school; where necessary 
making reasonable adjustments to permit those with physical, sensory or learning disabilities 
or other difficulties to enjoy the everyday facilities and experiences offered by the school. 
We recognise that, even with reasonable adjustments, there will always be a small 
proportion of students for whom, however well designed and delivered, the standard 
curriculum provision made by the school will be inappropriate or inadequate. A student may 
require special provision for almost any reason, on a temporary, longer term or permanent 
basis. 
This policy is intended to ensure that the school will effectively identify any student for 
whom the usual provision made by the school is inadequate for whatever reason, ensure 
that his/her needs are understood and that s/he receives appropriate provision and 
support to enable progress and achievement within the community of St Bede’s or, where 
necessary to meet particular needs, in other contexts or places working with external 
partners. 
The policy is intended to ensure that identification, assessment, planning, provision and 
review is effective for any student who needs it, whether this emerges from learning, 
physical or mental health, sensory, emotional, behavioural, language, cultural or social 
need. The policy is intended to establish and describe a single, coherent and consistent 
framework for this process that applies to any student who requires special provision 
whether temporarily, longer-term or permanently. 

3. Responsibility for coordination of provision 
The Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator (SENDCo) is responsible for co-ordinating 
(though not always for planning or delivering) special/additional provision for any student 
who requires it, for any reason. Currently, our SENDCo is Miss Trecia Douglas. There are 
specific responsibilities for other people within the process, detailed below. 

4. Arrangements for identifying, assessing and meeting need 
Almost any student may encounter difficulties in school at some point. It is quite usual for 
students to encounter some issues with a particular subject or topic, with some aspect of 
their behaviour, in relationships with their peers, a teacher or at home or with aspects of 
their health and emotional wellbeing during adolescence. Some students may experience 
difficulties with school because they are particularly gifted and/or talented compared with 
their peers. 
This policy applies to those students whose difficulties are having a substantial negative 
impact on their progress and well-being and possibly on those around them, or where it can 
be seen that a difficulty (eg a specific learning problem or an illness) is very likely to do so. 

Whatever the need (or needs) which require special/additional provision the following 
framework of processes will be followed: 
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Stage Purpose Role Responsibility Outcome 
Identification 
 
WAVE 1 
Provision 
 
Assess, Plan, 
Do and 
Review cycle 

To identify any 
student where 
his/her needs are 
having or are likely 
to have a 
substantial negative 
impact on his/her 
progress or well-
being and/or that 
of others 

Teacher To report any continuing 
concern about a student’s 
progress or attitude to 
the Head of 
Department/SENDCo 

Quality First Teaching 
Teacher continues to 
employ reasonable 
strategies (eg to set 
differentiated work, 
monitor and record any 
interventions put in 
place- set review date, 
contact parents etc) to 
support student 

Tutor To monitor students’ 
progress and well-being 
and report any continuing 
concerns to the Head of 
Year/SENDCo 

Tutor continues to 
employ sensible 
strategies (eg contact 
parents, place on report 
etc) to support student 

Parent To raise any concerns 
about a child’s progress 
and well-being with the 
teacher (where the issue 
relates to a particular 
lesson or subject) or the 
tutor (where there are 
general concerns) or the 
SENDCo for SEND related 
concerns 

If concerns continue or 
worsen parent may 
contact Head of Year 
directly 

Assessment 
 
WAVE 2 
Provision 
 
Assess, Plan, 
Do and 
Review cycle 

To assess 
effectiveness of 
interventions in 
place from ‘Quality 
First Teaching’ 

Subject 
teachers 
 
SENDCo 
 
LSAs 

Appropriate initial 
assessment conducted by 
relevant senior learning 
support assistant and 
SENDCo. 

SENDCo and senior 
learning support assistant 
conclude how substantial 
current and likely future 
impact on progress and 
wellbeing might be and 
whether there might be a 
significant cause (eg 
learning difficulty) which 
may require further 
investigation. 

Decision by SENDCo to: 
1. Take no current action 
– offer advice to 
referrer(s) and agree date 
for review of progress OR 
2. Register student as 
WAVE 2 SEND on school 
special needs register. 
Establish provision/ 
interventions to be put in 
place by the learning 
support department. 
Following the Assess, 
Plan, Do, Review system, 
decision from review to: 
1. Maintain provision for 
up to half a term with 
further review. 
2. SENDCO initiates 
formal SEND 
Arrangements Document 
with One Page Profile, 
with aim of requesting 
further assessment from 
outside agencies. OR 
3. Continue provision and 
further review at this 
level. 
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Stage Purpose Role Responsibility Outcome 
WAVE 3 
provision 

To re-examine a 
student’s needs 
where ‘Quality First 
Teaching’ and 
targeted learning 
support 
intervention have 
not been effective 
and expected 
progress is not 
being made. 

SENDCo 

Assistant 
SENDCo 

SEND Arrangements 
Document completed; 
costed provision map and 
evidence of ‘Assess, Plan, 
Do, Review’ submitted to 
County as well as request 
for statutory assessment. 

SEND panel at County 
decide whether to 
proceed with statutory 
assessment or not based 
on evidence from school 
and home. 

Parents Give views of difficulties 
and perception of 
situation. 

 

Subject 
teachers 

Assistant 
SENDCo 

SENDCo 

LSAs 

Parents 

Outside 
profession
als 

Head of 
Year 

Work with SENDCo and 
key colleagues to plan 
and regularly review 
range of provision which 
can include modified 
curriculum, intensive and 
specialist provision using 
school resources and 
support from agencies. 

Cease provision or return 
to Wave 2 
OR 
Continued provision and 
further review at this 
level 
OR 
Statutory assessment 

Statutory 
assessment 

To conduct in-
depth assessment 
of need by 
specialists 

SENDCo 
Assistant 
SENDCo 
with 
support 
from 
Headteach
er 

Initiate formal 
assessment as required 
by current County 
framework. 

Results of assessment to 
be considered by panel. 
1. Further specialist 
support at Wave 2 
OR 
2. Issue of EHCP 

Education, 
Health and 
Care plan 
(EHCP) 

To ensure high level 
of special provision 
to enable student 
to make progress at 
St Bede’s or in 
special education 

SENDCo Meet statutory 
responsibilities to provide 
and review as planned 
and required by local 
authority 

EHCP may cease or be 
amended following 
review. 

Where there is clear and strong evidence that a student has urgent and substantial needs 
that cannot be made at his/her current ‘stage’ within this framework the school will respond 
immediately at the relevant stage, with appropriate assessment and review as soon as 
possible thereafter. 

5. Admission arrangements 
Students who already have an Education Health and Care Plan will be offered a place at St 
Bede’s following a consultation and review of the provisions detailed in the plan, outside of 
the admissions process and so do not need to apply for a place. It is vital that if a move to St 
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Bede’s is being considered we are consulted fully at the earliest possible opportunity and we 
expect to be present at the review meeting which names St Bede’s as the next placement. 
Please refer to the school’s admission policy available on the website. 

St Bede’s also works with Surrey County Council to accept a number of students who have 
been permanently excluded from other schools, or who are otherwise ‘hard to place’. These 
placements operate outside the normal admissions process and we will respond to the 
needs of these students through the In-Year Fair Access Panel. 

The sixth form is open to any student who ‘is able to benefit from the courses on offer’ and 
‘who is able to play their role within an inclusive Christian community’. Students who seek 
admission to A level and equivalent courses are expected to achieve five subjects at grade 4 
or higher even where this achievement has required additional support and special 
arrangements for examinations. Where a student has identified special educational needs, 
the school will give careful consideration to adjusting some of our normal requirements in 
order to allow them success in the sixth form, but we will never offer a student a place on a 
course which we believe is inappropriate or in which we do not think they have a realistic 
chance of success. 

6. Specialist SEND provision 
St Bede’s is a mainstream comprehensive school with students who have a wide range of 
abilities and needs, but we do not have specialist/unit provision. We do have a highly skilled 
and effective learning support team who work primarily with students identified at Wave 
2/Wave 3 (students with an Education Health and Care Plan), whatever the nature of their 
needs. The team is divided into the four main areas of need: Communication and Interaction 
needs (COIN), Cognition and Learning, Social Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH), Sensory 
and Physical needs. Support is delivered in a variety of ways, for example in class support, 
1:1 tutoring sessions, and subject specific group work. 

7. Facilities for vulnerable students, those with SEND 
The school has invested heavily to ensure that all of our facilities are accessible to those with 
physical or sensory needs. Over 95% of all rooms and facilities are directly accessible to 
wheelchair users (for example) and there are changing and toilet facilities suitable for those 
who have mobility problems. Adaptations (eg use of ‘radio aid’ equipment, overlays and 
visualisers) are made as far as possible to meet specific needs. 

8. Allocation of resources for vulnerable students, those with SEND 
We invest a great deal of our resources in creating a curriculum and school life which is 
supportive of and beneficial to as many students as possible. By means of differentiation 
(work being personalised or adapted) and the variety of experiences offered, a very wide 
range of abilities and needs can be met through the school curriculum offer. Where this is 
particularly beneficial, resources are used to create smaller groups for those with specific 
needs – for example in maths and science sets – or to provide an additional adult (teaching 
or learning support assistant) in class to provide targeted help and support. 

Specific provision is made to provide students for whom it is appropriate with direct, 
planned support – usually with a learning support assistant in lessons or in small group 
withdrawal sessions. The cost of this is often significantly higher than the funding the school 
receives for a student registered at this level and the additional resources are taken from 
general funding. Support is likely to be highly targeted and time bonded rather than a 
student enjoying support for long periods – which is often inadvisable in any case. 
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Students with an Education Health and Care Plan are provided with specific resources 
related to the outcomes detailed in their statutory plan. The school has a responsibility to 
ensure that the provision detailed in the plan is in place to meet an individual’s needs.   

The School Business Manager is responsible for monitoring the allocation of financial 
resources to support inclusion. The school is required to report on its use of such funds and 
is audited in detail from time to time to ensure that we are using funds as expected. 

9. Identification and review of student needs 
Responsibilities are outlined above. The school maintains procedures that make it easy for 
any teacher or tutor to raise a concern that a student is not making sufficient progress and 
to ensure that this is investigated and action taken if required. 

Any similar concern raised by a parent – however it is reported to the school – will be fed 
immediately into the same process by the member of staff who receives the concern. As 
noted above, parents may always raise concerns directly with the Head of Department or 
Head of Year. 

In addition, we use a number of reliable screening measures which are able to identify any 
student who has significant literacy, numeracy, specific learning or emotional difficulties. All 
students are screened early in Year 7, currently using the nationally recognised CAT4 
assessment tool. Where the general screening identifies an issue of which the School was 
not aware, specific screening measures such as LUCID are able to provide standardised 
literacy scores. We do not normally share these technical measures with parents, but where 
an issue is identified which may require the school to make any special provision, parents 
will be involved and informed.  

Student progress is carefully monitored during their time at St Bede’s. Prior attainment is 
used to predict a range of likely present achievement and students whose current 
attainment is ‘below expectation’ are considered carefully by their teachers and Head of 
Year. If appropriate progress is not being made a response will be made within this 
framework. 

10. Access to the curriculum, information and associated services 
The school works closely with outside agencies who provide a level of expertise and 
guidance in a wide range of areas of need. In the case of students at Wave 2 and beyond, 
specialist outside agencies may be involved in assessing, planning and reviewing provision 
and in some cases, a specialist within the team may be directly involved with supporting a 
student.  

Parents do have statutory rights to request for an Education Health and Care Plan 
assessment. The framework is designed to ensure that any parental concerns are 
investigated and clarified by the school so that provision can be made as quickly and 
effectively as possible. 

The school cannot and will not act solely on the report or opinion of an independent 
educational psychologist, private tutor or other consultant, nor will we invest resources in 
providing reports or information for them or in consulting with them. Although parents are 
entitled to commission any such advice they wish, the school will only be able to treat any 
report or advice as a raising of concern and will make our response within the framework 
described here. In order to access resources and support from the local authority, the school 
will, in any case, be required to complete initial and further assessment within our own 
protocols before deciding what action to take. 
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The school will seek to make access arrangements for examinations where a student has a 
recognised need that meets the criteria set by the Joint Council for Qualification for a 
specific arrangement, for example additional time for reading. We will report to the 
examination board any particular individual circumstance (eg illness or bereavement) which 
might affect the fairness of the exam result. In all these areas, we have to follow the JCQ’s 
regulations and we are limited practically in what provision we can make. This means that 
we sometimes may not be able to do what a parent or student requests. It is vital that any 
such arrangements are discussed in detail with the SENDCO and Exams Officer at the earliest 
possible moment. 

11. Inclusion of vulnerable students, those with SEND 
As a matter of policy, St Bede’s will never exclude any student from entering or remaining at 
the school because s/he is vulnerable, has special educational needs or is disabled. We will 
seek to make reasonable adjustments and special educational provision so that such 
students can make progress and enjoy being at school. We take pride in how many students 
with difficulties do well at our school. 

We do reserve the right to conclude that where we are realistically unable to meet a 
student’s needs and that these might well be met better elsewhere (eg in a specialist 
setting) we will work with parents and the Local Authority for a positive and managed move 
where this is right for the student. We will never allow a student’s needs to create danger or 
disadvantage to others. We believe that a civilised, well-ordered environment is supportive 
of the needs of all students, particularly the vulnerable or those with difficulties, and so we 
will impose discipline wherever necessary on students whose behaviour causes harm – even 
if this behaviour is rooted in the student’s pattern of need. In extreme cases, when a range 
of provision has been tried, we reserve the right to exclude students, even permanently. 

12. Evaluating the success of provision 
Annually, the governing board receives a report detailing the operation of this policy, and bi-
annually considers recommendations for any changes within it. 

More importantly, the progress and well-being of students is regularly assessed in every 
subject and within their tutor group. We monitor particularly students at WAVES 2 and 3 and 
beyond – comparing their achievement to others within the school, across Surrey and 
nationally. Where patterns occur which might suggest that improvement in provision is 
required the issue is investigated and this policy changed accordingly. 

13. Complaints procedure 
The school operates a simple and straightforward procedure for all complaints, including 
those related to inclusion (see complaints policy on the website). The governors’ panel is the 
final stage of the process except where, for students with an Education Health and Care 
Plan, there is statutory right to refer the case to the special needs tribunal. 

Where a parent believes that the school is in breach of a statutory requirement (eg in 
providing for a student with an Education Health and Care Plan) there is a right to complain 
directly to the governing board by addressing a letter to the Chair of Governors at the 
school. Receipt of such a complaint triggers a procedure where, if agreement cannot be 
reached with the Chair, a panel of governors will consider the parents’ views, those of the 
school and make a binding decision on any action to be taken. 
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Please note that as St Bede’s is a voluntary-aided school, the local authority has no right to 
become involved in dealing with any complaint – the governing board is responsible for the 
school. From time to time, the school invites an officer of the local authority to act as a 
‘neutral person’ in seeking to resolve complaints, but Surrey cannot receive or deal with 
complaints about the school. 

14. In service training 
The school operates a comprehensive programme of in-service training for its staff. 
Responding to student needs, and the operation of this policy, is a regular part of that 
programme for all staff. 

In addition, staff within the learning support team and others involved in meeting needs 
have access to high quality training and support to develop in their roles. 

15. Links to support services 
St Bede’s has access to a wide range of expertise and support, which includes working with 
professionals such as educational psychologists, speech and language therapists, physical 
and sensory support teams, outreach support teams, specialist teachers for inclusive 
practice, mental health professionals, school nurse and  educational welfare officer. 

In addition, the school provides a professional counsellor for students and a range of support 
services via the chaplaincy – again these are best accessed via the Head of Year – though 
students can simply ‘self-refer’ to the counsellor or to the chaplaincy. 

16. Working in partnership with parents 
As already described, parents will be involved by the school (if that has not already occurred) 
as soon as we believe that special provision is required. We are keen to involve parents in 
identifying problems and planning how they should be addressed and at WAVES 1, 2, 3 and 
beyond; parents will be invited to attend, or share their views, for any review or planning 
meeting. Copies of all plans and reviews are sent to parents. 

Perhaps more importantly, we would remind parents that we welcome contact, and would 
prefer to hear any concerns early rather than late. The first point of contact is the tutor, or a 
class teacher where the issue relates to a particular lesson, but any significant concerns can 
be raised directly with the Head of Year, who is likely to know the situation and is in a very 
good position to investigate and clarify any concern quickly. 

17. Links with other schools 
St Bede’s works in partnership with a number of schools. In addition, St Bede’s works with 
local colleges to provide specific curriculum courses (eg a practical mechanics or hairdressing 
course). While this is available to all students, such provision can be important in meeting 
student needs. 

18. Links with other agencies and voluntary organisations 
St Bede’s has friendly relationships with a number of agencies and organisations which 
support students in the school. As one might expect, there are strong links with church 
charities and agencies – which are involved from time to time with particular students. In 
addition, we work with such groups as the Royal National Institute for the Blind, The 
Samaritans, to provide education within our citizenship programme and to advise us in 
supporting individual students. 


